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ALL AUTOEQUIVALENCES ARE SPHERICAL TWISTS
ED SEGAL
Abstract. In this short note we observe that, for purely formal reasons, any
autoequivalence can be constructed as a twist around a spherical functor. As
an example, we show how the P-twists constructed by Huybrechts and Thomas
can be formulated as spherical twists.
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1. Introduction
In [ST01], Seidel and Thomas introduced a new symmetry of derived categories
called spherical twists. These are formed by a simple construction from a spherical
object, which is an object whose self-Ext algebra looks like the cohomology of a
sphere. Since then various authors (Horja, Rouquier, Toda, Anno, Logvinenko,...)
have generalized this construction by replacing a spherical object with a spherical
functor, which is functor
F : C → D
satisfying certain axioms. We refer the reader to [Add11] for a survey of the devel-
opment of this idea, and to [AL13] for a very general technical treatment. Roughly,
we should think of a spherical functor as a family of objects in D parametrized by
the source category C, such that each object is spherical relative to the base. If the
source category C is Db(pt) then F is exactly a choice of spherical object in D.
If R is the right adjoint of F then by forming the cone on the counit we get an
endofunctor of D
T = [FR→ 1D]
and the important fact is that T is an autoequivalence. This is called the spherical
twist around F .
The purpose of this short note is to observe that in fact any autoequivalence
of a derived category can be formulated as a spherical twist. Given the data of a
category D and an autoequivalence Φ, we can formally construct a source category
which we call DΦ and a spherical functor which we call
j∗ : DΦ → D
1
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such that Φ is the spherical twist around j∗. This construction is explained in
Section 2.
If our autoequivalence is given to us as a spherical twist around some spherical
functor F : C → D then the construction of Section 2 does not recover C and F .
Section 3 gives a sketch proof of a solution to this issue. We argue that (under
a necessary hypothesis) the pair (C, F ) is in fact a deformation of (DΦ, j∗). This
section is only a sketch because the construction suffers from foundational issues
that we have not managed to resolve.
In Section 4 we illustrate the general result by showing that the P-twists defined
by Huybrechts and Thomas [HT06] can be formulated as spherical twists, with a
very simple source category.
In some sense the result of this paper is a negative one - it says that there is
nothing special about spherical twists in the abstract. However, in practice they
remain a useful way of constructing complicated autoequivalences (of D) out of
simpler ones (of C).
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Will Donovan, Tim Logvinenko, and
especially Michael Groechenig for many helpful conversations. Nick Addington
suggested some major improvements which ended up delaying the completion of
the paper for a long time, for this I would like to express my gratitude. I guess.
Conventions. When forming mapping cones we will write all shifts explicitly, and
ignore the convention that position on the page indicates a shift.
2. General autoequivalences
Let C and D be triangulated categories, and let
F : C → D
be a functor with right and left adjoints R and L.
Definition 2.1. We say that F is spherical if any two of the following conditions
hold.
(1) The twist functor
T =
[
FR[1]→ 1D
]
is an autoequivalence of D.
(2) The cotwist functor
C =
[
1C → RF [−1]
]
is an autoequivalence of C.1
(3) R and L are related by:
R = LT [−1]
(4) R and L are related by:
R = CL[1]
The utility of this definition is that if any two of these conditions hold, then the
other two hold automatically [AL13]. When F is spherical we call T a spherical
twist.
Remark 2.2. We are being a little careless here: to be able to take cones on functors
we should really choose dg-enhancements of C and D and lift F,R and L to quasi-
functors. Alternatively we can assume we’re in some geometric or algebraic context
where we have a sensible model for the functor category (Fourier-Mukai kernels,
bimodules, etc).
1Here we’re following our convention of writing all the shifts explicitly.
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We wish to show that any autoequivalence of D arises from some spherical func-
tor. We will begin by considering two (closely analogous) examples, and extrapolate
from there to the general case.
2.1. Two examples.
Example 2.3. Let A be an algebra, commutative or non-commutative, and let
D = Db(A) be the derived category of right A-modules. Let B be an invertible
bimodule over A, so the endofunctor
⊗B : Db(A)→ Db(A)
is an autoequivalence. Let us show that ⊗B can be formulated as a spherical twist.
Let B∨ = HomA(B,A) denote the inverse bimodule, and form the extension
algebra
E = A⊕B∨
(by declaring that the product of two elements in B∨ is zero). This comes with an
algebra map j : A→ E, and an associated functor:
j∗ : D
b(E)→ Db(A)
The left adjoint of j∗ is j
∗ = ⊗AE, and the right adjoint of j∗ is:
j! = HomA(E,−) = ⊗A(A⊕B) = j
∗
◦ (⊗B)
The twist around j∗ is the functor:
T = ⊗B[1]
Conditions (i) and (iii) from Definition 2.1 are satisfied, so j∗ is spherical and T is
a spherical twist.
We have picked up an unwanted shift, but this is easily corrected. Instead of
A⊕B∨ we should form the graded algebra A⊕B∨[1], and view it as a dga with no
differential. Then j becomes a map of dga’s, and the twist around j∗ is precisely
⊗B.
Example 2.4. Let X be a scheme, and let D = Db(X), the derived category of
coherent sheaves on X . Now let L be a line-bundle on X , so we have an autoequiv-
alence:
⊗L : Db(X)→ Db(X)
Up to a shift, we will formulate this autoequivalence as a spherical twist.
We consider the total space of the dual line-bundle L−1, with its zero section:
i : X →֒ L−1
We consider the functor:
i∗ : Db(L−1)→ Db(X)
The right adjoint of i∗ is i∗, and the left adjoint is L
−1 ◦ i∗[−1]. Then the twist
around i∗ is the functor:
T =
[
i∗i∗[1]→ 1Db(X)
]
For any object E ∈ Db(X) we have that
i∗i∗E = E ⊕ (E ⊗ L[1])
and hence:
T = ⊗L[2]
Again conditions (i) and (iii) from Definition 2.1 are satisfied, so the functor i∗ is
spherical and T is a spherical twist.
Notice that we don’t really need the whole category Db(L−1) here, the con-
struction only uses the essential image of the functor i∗. This is the subcategory
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DbX(L
−1) ⊂ Db(L−1) consisting of objects which are set-theoretically supported on
the zero section. A similar remark applies in the previous example.
The intersection of these two examples is the case where A = OX is a commuta-
tive algebra and B = L is an invertible bimodule for which the left and right actions
coincide - this is a line bundle on an affine scheme. To see the connection between
the two constructions we apply Koszul duality in Example 2.4. Let’s use DbX(L
−1)
as our source category. This is locally generated by i∗OX , so it is equivalent to the
derived category of
i∗HomL−1(i∗OX , i∗OX) = OX ⊕ L
−1[−1]
which is a sheaf of graded algebras over X . With this description it is clear that
this is the same construction as in Example 2.3, up to our choice of how much we
shifted the bimodule.
In particular we see how to remove the unwanted shift in Example 2.4. We re-
place L−1 by the ‘shifted line-bundle’ L−1[2], which is a sheaf of graded polynomial
algebras over X , and consider the derived category DbX(L
−1[2]). This is locally
generated by the push-foward of OX , and by Koszul duality is equivalent to the
derived category of the sheaf of graded algebras:
OX ⊕ L
−1[1]
Then the twist around the functor i∗ : D
b
X(L
−1[2])→ Db(X) is precisely ⊗L.
2.2. The general case. Now we abstract this construction. Let D be any trian-
gulated category, and let
Φ : D → D
be any autoequivalence. We will show that Φ can be formulated as a spherical
twist.
Firstly we need to construct a category playing the role of Db(E) or DbX(L
−1),
but this is not difficult. We consider a category DΦ which has the same objects as
D, and for each object x ∈ D we denote by j∗x the corresponding object in DΦ.
Then we define the morphisms in DΦ by
HomDΦ
(
j∗x, j∗y
)
= HomD
(
x, y
)
⊕HomD
(
x,Φ−1y[1]
)
with the composition law:
(f, f ′) ◦ (g, g′) =
(
f ◦ g, f ′ ◦ g +Φ−1(f) ◦ g′
)
(2.5)
Remark 2.6. This is really just Example 2.3 again, done with categories instead of
algebras. View the category D as a bimodule over itself, with the standard right
action, but with the left action twisted by Φ−1[1]. Then DΦ is exactly the extension
category of D by this bimodule.
Remark 2.7. As stated this category is not triangulated, but we can correct this
with the following steps. Firstly, we must replace D by a dg-enhancement Ddg,
and lift Φ to a quasi-functor. We need to assume that Φ and Φ−1 are strict dg-
functors, but we can achieve by taking a cofibrant model for Ddg. Then exactly the
same construction produces a dg-category (Ddg)Φ whose homotopy category is DΦ
(we need Φ−1 to be strict or the composition law will not be strictly associative).
Finally, we can let (Ddg)Φ be the closure of (Ddg)Φ under mapping cones, this
can be constructed as the category of perfect complexes over (Ddg)Φ. Then the
homotopy category of (Ddg)Φ is our required triangulated category.
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Remark 2.8. Suppose, as in Example 2.4, that D = Db(X) and Φ = ⊗L[k] for a
line bundle L on a scheme X and some k ∈ Z. Then the category DΦ is exactly
DbX(L
−1[2− k]) (after applying the corrections of the previous remark). If instead
D = Db(A) and Φ = ⊗B[k] as in Example 2.3, then DΦ is the subcategory of
Db(A⊕B∨[1− k]) generated by the image of the functor j∗.
We denote by j∗ the obvious faithful functor:
j∗ : D → DΦ
This has a right adjoint
j∗ : DΦ → D
defined on the generating objects by:
j∗ : j
∗x 7→ x⊕ Φ−1x[1]
For the morphisms between these objects, we have that
j∗ : HomDΦ(j
∗x, j∗y)→ HomD(j∗j
∗x, j∗j
∗y)
is the map which sends
(f, f ′) ∈ HomD
(
x, y ⊕ Φ−1y[1]
)
to: (
f f ′
0 Φ−1f
)
∈ HomD
(
x⊕ Φ−1x[1], y ⊕ Φ−1y[1]
)
(2.9)
Then the right adjoint to j∗ is the functor
j! = j∗ ◦ Φ[−1]
and it’s automatic that the twist around j∗ is the autoequivalence Φ. Thus condi-
tions (i) and (iii) from Definition 2.1 are satisfied. Furthermore, all these functors
immediately lift to strict dg-functors, as required by Remarks 2.2 and 2.7. So the
functor j∗ is spherical and Φ is a spherical twist. We have proved:
Theorem 2.10. Every autoequivalence of D arises as a spherical twist.
Remark 2.11. Another way to describe this construction is to observe that the
endofunctor 1D⊕Φ
−1[1] is a monad, and that the categoryDΦ is the Kleisli category
of free algebras over this monad.
If Φ is originally given to us as a twist around some spherical functor
F : C → D
then the above construction certainly does not recover C and F . For example if
Φ is a twist around a spherical object then C = Db(pt), whereas DΦ is very much
larger. In the next section we discuss how to address this deficit.
3. Autoequivalences with a section
3.1. More examples. Let us consider some further examples, closely related to
our examples from Section 2.1.
Example 3.1. Let A be an algebra, and let z ∈ A be a central element. Then z
generates a two-sided ideal (z) ⊂ A, and the quotient A/(z) is an algebra. We have
an algebra map ˆ : A→ A/(z), and a functor:
ˆ∗ : D
b(A/(z))→ Db(A)
Using the Koszul resolution
A
z
−→ A −→ A/(z) (3.2)
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it is easy to calculate that ˆ∗ is spherical, and that the twist around it is the identity
functor.
Since the identity functor can be described as tensoring with the diagonal bi-
module A, we know from Example 2.3 that we could instead have produced this
autoequivalence using the graded algebra E = A⊕A[1], and the spherical functor:
j∗ : D
b(E)→ Db(A)
The relationship between these two constructions is not hard to see - the Koszul
resolution (3.2) in fact produces a dga, which is quasi-isomorphic to A/(z). This
dga is a deformation of E, and the map j : A→ E obviously deforms to a map of
dga’s, lifting ˆ.
Example 3.3. Now let B be an arbitrary invertible A-bimodule, and let z ∈ B be
a central element, i.e a bimodule map:
z : A→ B
We saw in Example 2.3 that the autoequivalence ⊗B is a spherical twist around a
spherical functor
j∗ : D
b(E)→ D(A)
where E is the graded extension algebra:
E = A⊕B∨[1]
Using z, we can deform E to a dg-A-bimodule:
Ez = B∨[1]
z
−→ A
In the previous example, where we had B = A, this object was automatically a
dga. However in general it is not, because the differential may not be a derivation.
For it to be a derivation, we require additionally that
z(β1)β2 = β1z(β2), ∀β1, β2 ∈ B
∨
(since β1β2 = 0 by definition). Equivalently, we require the equality
b ⊗ z = z ⊗ b ∈ B ⊗A B (3.4)
for any b ∈ B. Let us assume this condition, so Ez is a dga. The map j obviously
deforms to a map of dga’s j : A→ Az, and it’s easy to calculate that the functor
j∗ : Db(Ez)→ Db(A)
is still spherical, and the associated spherical twist is still ⊗B. Hence given such a
z, we have a second way to produce this autoequivalence as a spherical twist.
For completeness, we also describe the geometric analogue of the above construc-
tion.
Example 3.5. Let X be a scheme and let L be a line-bundle on X . Suppose we
have a non-zero section σ ∈ H0(L), whose zero-locus is a divisor:
j : Y →֒ X
The push-forward functor
j∗ : D
b(Y )→ Db(X)
is a classic example of a spherical functor (see [Add11]). Using the Koszul resolution
L
−1 σ
−→ OX −→ j∗OY (3.6)
it is easy to compute that the associated spherical twist is precisely ⊗L.
We saw in Example 2.4 that we can also produce this autoequivalence from the
spherical functor:
ι∗ : DbX(L
−1[2])→ Db(X)
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To relate these two constructions, we recall that DbX(L
−1[2]) can be viewed (via
Koszul duality) as the derived category of the sheaf of graded algebrasOX⊕L
−1[1].
The Koszul resolution (3.6) can be viewed as a sheaf of dga’s over X , it is the
‘derived zero locus’ of z. This sheaf of dga’s is equivalent to OY , viewing the latter
as a sheaf of algebras over X , and it is a deformation of OX ⊕L
−1[1] (which is the
derived zero locus of the zero section).
Note that in this example (just as in Example 3.1) the analogue of condition
(3.4) holds automatically.
3.2. Wishful thinking. As the examples of the previous section illustrate, we
should consider a situation in which we have an autoequivalence Φ of some dg-
category D, and also have a section of Φ, i.e. a natural transformation:
σ : 1D → Φ
Given such a σ we might hope to construct a second spherical functor, whose twist
is also Φ, as a deformation (in some sense) of the functor j∗ : DΦ → D that we
constructed in Section 2.
However there is a problem here, even at the purely formal level. If we set
D = Db(A) and Φ = ⊗B as in Example 3.3, then a natural transformation from
1D to Φ is just a bimodule map z : A → B. We saw that we needed the extra
condition (3.4), which states that z is a derivation.
Let us translate this condition to our general situation. For any object x ∈ D, the
component of σ at x is a morphism σx : x→ Φ(x). Applying Φ, we get a morphism
Φ(σx) : Φ(x) → Φ
2(x). But there is another evident morphism between these two
objects, namely the component σΦ(x) of σ at the object Φ(x). The analogue of
condition (3.4) is the statement that:
Φ(σx) = σΦ(x) ∈ HomD(Φ(x),Φ
2(x)) (3.7)
for any x ∈ D.2 To put it another way: recall from Remark 2.11 that the endo-
functor
1D ⊕ Φ
−1[1]
is a monad, i.e. an algebra object in the monoidal category of endofunctors of D.
Condition (3.7) is the statement that the natural transformation
σ : Φ−1 → 1D
is a derivation. Consequently the cone on σ defines a dg-algebra in endofunctors of
D, which is a deformation of 1D ⊕ Φ
−1[1].
At a formal level it is now clear what to do, we just apply the Kleisli construction
to this new monad. That is, we define a category DσΦ which has the same objects
as D, and has morphism spaces
HomDσ
Φ
(j∗x, j∗y) = HomD
(
x,
[
Φ−1y[1]
σ
−→ y
])
where as before we use j∗x to denote the object of DσΦ corresponding to x ∈ D.
Composition is still defined by the rule (2.5), and the condition (3.7) guarantees
that the differential is a derivation. Evidently this category DσΦ is a deformation of
DΦ, in some sense.
It is easy to check that the functors j∗ and j
∗ extend to this deformed category
and remain adjoint, that j∗ is still spherical, and that the twist around j∗ is still
the autoequivalence Φ (these calculations are exactly the same as those appearing
in the examples of Section 3.1).
2It may be tempting to think that this condition holds automatically for any natural tranforma-
tion! Of course it does not, as Example 3.3 shows.
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Remark 3.8. Unfortunately, for all of this to work as stated one must assume not
only that Φ−1 is a strict dg-functor, but that σ is a strict natural transformation,
and that the condition (3.7) holds strictly. We don’t know any way to strictify all
three requirements simultaneously.
Alternatively, if one was sufficiently versed in the foundations of dg-categories
or stable ∞-categories, one could proceed as follows. Instead of asking for these
conditions to hold strictly, we just ask for them to hold up to homotopy, and to
be given the data of all necessary coherencies. This means that we are still asking
for an algebra structure on the object 1D ⊕ Φ
−1[1], but it is now something like
an A∞-algebra, or an algebra in a monoidal ∞-category. Then we could take take
the Kleisli category of this monad, in the appropriate homotopical sense. However,
although it seems likely that one could make this definition precise, it is not clear
how you would ever produce a useful example of this structure.
Let us pretend we haven’t read the previous remark, and proceed. Notice that
if x ∈ D is an object such that σ : x → Φx is a homotopy-equivalence, then j∗x
is contractible in DσΦ (in Example 3.5 this is just the statement that any object
supported away from the zero locus of σ goes to zero in Db(Y )). This means that
DσΦ is typically ‘smaller’ than D, whereas the undeformed category DΦ was ‘larger’.
So our deformed spherical functor
j∗ : D
σ
Φ → D
seems like a more efficient way to construct Φ as a spherical twist.
Now we explain how this construction solves (formally!) the problem raised at
the end of Section 2, of reconstructing a spherical functor from the spherical twist.
Suppose we are given a spherical functor
F : C → D
with right adjoint R and counit ǫ : FR→ 1D. Let Φ be the spherical twist:
Φ =
[
FR[1]
ǫ
−→ 1D
]
We let σ be the obvious natural transformation:
σ : 1D → Φ
We claim that condition (3.7) holds for this σ, so we have a category DσΦ and
spherical functor j∗ : D
σ
Φ → D.
Remark 3.9. The condition certainly does not hold strictly, but we claim that it
does hold up to homotopy. The argument for this claim is slightly fiddly, and given
Remark 3.8 it doesn’t seem worthwhile wasting the reader’s time with it.
Now Φ−1 is given by the mapping cone
Φ−1 =
[
1D
η
−→ FL[−1]
]
where L is the left adjoint to F , and η is the unit of the adjunction. Recall that
DσΦ arises from considering the monad:[
Φ−1[1]
σ
−→ 1D
]
This monad is obviously quasi-isomorphic to the endofunctor FL (morally, this is
the reason that σ satisfies (3.7)). In terms of categories, this is the observation that
the morphisms in DσΦ are given by
HomDσ
Φ
(j∗x, j∗y) := HomD
(
x,
[
Φ−1y[1]
σ
−→ y
])
≃ HomD(x, FLy) ≃ HomC(Lx,Ly)
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for each pair of objects x, y ∈ D. So the category DσΦ is equivalent to the essential
image of the functor L inside the category C.
Furthermore, since the functor j∗ : D → DσΦ is just L : D → Im(L), passing to
right adjoints shows that our spherical functor j∗ : D
σ
Φ → D must be the same as
the given spherical functor F (restricted to Im(L)). So we have shown:
“Proposition” 3.10. Let F : C → D be a spherical functor whose left adjoint L
is essentially-surjective. Let Φ be the associated spherical twist and σ : 1D → Φ be
the obvious natural transformation. Then we have an equivalence
C ∼= DσΦ
under which the functors F and j∗ correspond.
Of course we haven’t really proved this result, since we’re ignoring the problems
raised in Remarks 3.8 and 3.9.
Notice that without the essential-surjectivity condition we cannot hope to re-
construct C from Φ. For example if C′ is any category at all, and π : C ⊕ C′ → C is
the projection functor, then
Fπ : C ⊕ C′ → D
is also a spherical functor whose effect on D is indistinguishable from that of F .
4. P-twists
In this section (which is logically independent of the rest of the paper) we’ll
consider the P-twist autoequivalences defined by Huybrechts and Thomas [HT06].
As we’ll see, these can be reformulated as spherical twists very explicitly.
For this section we restrict to the case that our target category D = Db(X) is
the derived category of a smooth projective variety X over C. We could use other
D if we assume suitable finiteness conditions, Serre duality, etc.
Definition 4.1. [HT06] An object P ∈ Db(X) is called a Pn-object if we have
ωX ⊗ P ∼= P and
Ext•(P, P ) ∼= C[h]/(hn+1)
as a graded ring, where the generator h has degree 2.
By Serre duality, a Pn-object can only exist when dimX = 2n. Huybrechts and
Thomas used Pn-objects to construct a new kind of autoequivalence of a derived
category, a ‘P-twist’, whose kernel is the double cone
P∨ ⊠ P [−2] P∨ ⊠ P O∆
h⊗ 1 − 1⊗ h
in Db(X ×X). We will show that this definition can be naturally interpreted as a
spherical twist.
Let A be the graded algebra
A = C[h]
with the generator h having degree 2. We view A as a dga with zero differential.
Suppose we have a Pn-object P ∈ Db(X). By definition, P carries an action of A,
and this defines a functor:
F : Db(A)→ Db(X)
A 7→ P
Proposition 4.2. Assume that RHom(P, P ) is formal as a dg-module over A.
Then the functor F is spherical, and the spherical twist around F is the P-twist
around P .
We don’t believe that the formality hypothesis is essential, more likely it is just
an artefact of this paper’s persistently slapdash attitude to foundations.
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Proof. The right adjoint of F is
R = RHom(P,−) : Db(X)→ Db(A)
For any object E ∈ Db(X) the homology of the complex R(E) is finite-dimensional
over C, so consists of torsion A-modules. This means we can apply Serre duality
for A and X to deduce3 that the left adjoint of F is:
L = RHom(ωX ⊗ P,−)[2n+ 1]
Since ωX ⊗ P ∼= P , this means that L = R[2n+ 1]. The cotwist associated to F is
the functor:
C = [1→ RF ]
For the module A ∈ Db(A), we have
RF (A) = RHom(P, P ) ≃ A/(hn+1) (4.3)
(using our formality hypothesis). From the exact sequence
A[−2n− 2] A A/(hn+1)
hn+1
we conclude that C(A) = A[−2n − 2]. Futhermore, if we take the endomorphism
h ∈ HomDb(A)(A,A) then it’s clear that C(h) = h. Since A generates D
b(A), this
proves that C is just the shift [−2n− 2]. Thus conditions (ii) and (iv) of Definition
2.1 are satisfied and F is spherical.
Now we examine the spherical twist around F , which is the cone [FR→ 1]. This
sends an object E ∈ Db(X) to:
[P ⊗LA RHom(P, E) −→ E ]
Using the free resolution of the diagonal A-bimodule
A⊗A[−2] A⊗A
h⊗ 1 − 1⊗ h
we have that P ⊗LA RHom(P, E) is equal to the cone
P ⊗ RHom(P, E)[−2] P ⊗ RHom(P, E)
h⊗ 1 − 1⊗ h
and we recover the formula for the P-twist. 
Remark 4.4. As before, we don’t really need the whole category Db(A) but only
the essential image of the functor R, which the category of torsion modules. By
Koszul duality, this subcategory is equivalent to the category of perfect complexes
over the algebra
B = C[ǫ]/(ǫ2)
where ǫ has degree −1. Then F sends the object B ∈ Perf(B) to the object:
S =
[
P [−1]
h
−→ P
]
∈ Db(X) (4.5)
This object S is similar to a ‘fat spherical object’ in the sense of Toda, but over an
‘odd’ analogue of the dual numbers.
Remark 4.6. In [Add11], Addington introduces a generalization of Pn-objects, to
Pn-functors. These involve a source category C, an autoequivalence H of C, and a
functor
F : C → D
with right and left adjoints R and L. There are three axioms, of which the most
fundamental is that:
RF = 1C ⊕H ⊕H
2
⊕ ...⊕Hn
3Note that A behaves like a non-compact Calabi-Yau of dimension −1.
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If C = Db(pt) and H = [−2] then the definition reduces to a choice of Pn-object.
It seems that one can extend the construction given above for Pn-objects to
Pn-functors, in the following way. Set H ′ = H [2], and consider the category CH′
as constructed in Section 2. In the case C = Db(pt) and H = [−2], this category
CH′ is exactly Perf(B), where B = C[ǫ]/(ǫ
2) as in the previous remark. We have a
functor j∗ : CH′ → C, and to extend what we did for P-objects we should consider
the functor:
FHj∗[1] : CH′ −→ D
j∗x 7→ FHx[1]⊕ Fx
Because F is a P-functor, we have in particular a natural transformation from H
to FR, which induces a natural transformation h : FH → F by adjunction. We
can deform FHj∗[1] to get a functor Σ : CH′ → D, with:
Σ : j∗x→
[
FHx[1]
h
−→ Fx
]
In the case of P-objects, this functor is the object S (4.5).
Presumably Σ is spherical. It is not so easy to check this assertion, because the
full definition of a P-functor is a little involved. However, this construction could
be taken as an alternative (and perhaps more general) definition of a P-functor.
This approach is being pursued by Anno and Logvinenko [AL].
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